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WHEEL BALANCERS Truck Version 2023-05-24BEISSBARTH

Truck wheel balancer MT 788 | RAL5015 | 230V
The universal wheel balancer - for every situation | Rim diameter 10 - 26,5" | wheel balancing programs for truck, cars and motorcycles | pneumatic lift for wheel-mounting up to 160 kg | Automatic
measuring run until wheel stop | with double LED display and LED indicator arrows
Article number: 1 694 200 224

Efficient: Range of wheel balancers for 4 truck, 9 car and 2
motorcycle wheels, including aluminium wheels
Can be switched from truck to car/motorcycle balancing
speed
Menu-guided function keys for data entry and machine control
Automatic measurement procedure with recording of all
measured results and automatic wheel stop
Aluminium gauge for concealed attachment of adhesive wheel
balancing weights behind the spokes
Integral match program with operator guidance
Practical clamp brackets
Pneumatic lift for effortless clamping of heavy wheels
Integral maintenance unit with pressure reducer, water trap
and air lubricator for the pneumatic lift
Maximum wheel weight 70 kg (car) and 160 kg (truck)

Easy and user-friendly

The menu guidance on the MT 788 makes it very easy operate
to the machine and supplies all imbalance data on the shock-
proof display unit.

Efficient

Just change the flange: the MT 788 is designed for car and
motorcycle tyres.

Scope of Delivery

Quick-action clamping nut
Centering flange
Spacer ring for commercial vehicle flange
Commercial vehicle flange
Centering cones (3x) and adapters
Manual vernier caliper
Weight pliers

Measuring compasses
Calibrating weight
Clamping nut
Five Arm Flange

Changes reserved 3
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Truck wheel balancer MT 795 T | RAL5015 | 230V
The universal wheel balancer - for every situation | Rim diameter 10 - 26,5" | wheel balancing programs for truck, cars and motorcycles | pneumatic lift for wheel-mounting up to 160 kg | Automatic
measuring run until wheel stop | with colour swivel-screen and integral membrane keyboard
Article number: 1 694 200 203

Efficient: Range of wheel balancers for 4 truck, 9 car and 2
motorcycle wheels, including aluminium wheels
Can be switched from truck to car/motorcycle balancing
speed
Menu-guided function keys for data entry and machine control
Automatic measurement procedure with recording of all
measured results and automatic wheel stop
Aluminium gauge for concealed attachment of adhesive wheel
balancing weights behind the spokes
Integral match program with operator guidance
Practical clamp brackets
Pneumatic lift for effortless clamping of heavy wheels
Integral maintenance unit with pressure reducer, water trap
and air lubricator for the pneumatic lift
Maximum wheel weight 70 kg (car) and 160 kg (truck)

Self-explanatory, interactive operation

With its colour swivel-screen and integral membrane
keyboard, the MT 795 T is extremely easy to use.

Efficient

Just change the flange: the MT 795 T is designed for car and
motorcycle tyres.

Scope of Delivery

Quick-action clamping nut
Centering flange
Spacer ring for commercial vehicle flange
Commercial vehicle flange
Centering cones (3x) and adapters
Manual vernier caliper
Weight pliers
Measuring compasses

Calibrating weight
Clamping nut
Five Arm Flange

Changes reserved 4
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Truck

Truck wheel balancer MT 788 | RAL5015 |
230V
Article number: 1 694 200 224

Truck wheel balancer MT 795 T | RAL5015 |
230V
Article number: 1 694 200 203



IMPORTANT NOTES
Please notice: This list contains spare parts, too.
Without instruction or assembly.
Delivery ex works including packaging.

VERSION 2023.05.24 – PRICES ON REQUEST

Starting from now all previous lists will lose their validity.
Please read our general terms and conditions in the latest version before ordering; to be found under www.beissbarth.com.

Order number 1 693 602 008  Print norm BB XXX / XX.XX.2020 DE · Subject to technical and program changes, errors excepted.

Beissbarth Automotive Testing Solutions GmbH
Hanauer Straße 101
80993 Munich, Germany
sales@beissbarth.com
www.beissbarth.com

Telefon: +49-(0)89-14901-0
Telefax: +49-(0)89-14901-246
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